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Abstract--We present analyses of protein/DNA interactions based on information derived from genetic 
sequence comparisons, X-ray crystallography and point mutation studies. In addition, we report our 
findings of H-bonding calculations using computer models derived from atomic oordinates of 
protein/DNA complexes. Research based on DNA operator site interactions with alpha helical amino 
acids of prokaryotic DNA regulatory proteins from bacteriophages and E. cog has described a specific, 
sensitive and complex regulatory event. However, a hypothesis describing the underlying mechanism of 
this recognition event has not been put forth; in fact, it has been said that there is no simple recognition 
code. We applied information derived from recently reported X-ray crystallography findings describing 
specific amino acid/nucleotide interactions of regulatory protein/DNA co-crystals. In addition, we applied 
information from point mutation studies using prokaryotic regulatory proteins and their operators. The 
results indicate that amino acids within alpha helices of DNA regulatory proteins pecifically interact with 
their codon/anti-codon nucleotides within the major grooves of their cognate operator half-sites. 
Therefore, we present a hypothesis for a simple recognition code based on conservation of genetic 
information between regulatory proteins' alpha helices and their cognate operators. 
INTRODUCTION 
The molecular basis for site-specific recognition between proteins and DNA has been the subject 
of intensive investigation [1-4]. Comparisons of nucleotide sequences of operators which regulate 
transcription of several different prokarY0tic genes have revealed a conservation of consensus 
nucleotide subsequences with dyad symmetry [5]. Amino acid sequence comparisons among 
prokaryotic regulatory protein alpha helices hows conservation as well [4-6]. In addition, 
prokaryotic DNA regulatory proteins share a similar helix-turn-helix structural motif within 
their DNA binding domains [1-7]. Biological experiments and computer molecular models of 
prokaryotic DNA regulatory proteins interacting with their cognate operator sites have described 
a sensitive and complex regulatory event. Studies based on point mutations within DNA 
recognition domains of regulatory proteins and their DNA operator half-sites have revealed that 
specific amino acids and nucleotides are involved in DNA binding and transcription activation 
[7-9]. Recent X-ray crystallographic structural determination of prokaryotic regulatory 
protein/DNA co-crystals has shown specific atomic interactions of amino acids within recognition 
helices and nucleotides within operator half-sites [1, 10, 11]. However, these studies did not reveal 
a simple code for site specific protein/DNA recognition. Indeed, the very existence of a simple 
recognition code has been the subject of debate [2, 10, 12, 13]. We report findings based on 
nucleotide sequence comparisons of eDNA coding for amino acids within regulatory proteins' 
DNA binding alpha helices and their cognate operator sites. These comparisons revealed nucleotide 
sequence conservation between the consensus binding sites within the operators and the eDNA 
coding for their regulatory protein DNA binding alpha helices. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Alpha helical amino acids of DNA regulatory proteins share common characteristics. A 
summary of amino acid properties in relation to the genetic ode is shown in Figs lad .  The amino 
acids which have been associated with DNA binding and gene regulation fall into one major group 
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Figs la-d. A summary of amino acid properties in relation to the genetic code. (a) Amino acids coded 
for all possible nucleotide combinations with the first nucleotide of the codon in the left column, the second 
across the top and the third in the right-hand column. The three-letter amino acid nomenclature and the 
Dayhoff one-letter amino acid nomenclature is used. (b) Hydropathy value for each amino acid. Negative 
values are hydrophilic and shaded. Positive values are hydrophobic and hatched. Slightly hydrophilic 
(more positive than - 1.0) are open. (c) Side chain polarity of each amino acid. Positively charged side 
chains are indicated by a "+ % negatively charged side chains are indicated by a " - " ,  uncharged polar 
side chains are indicated by "U.P." and non-polar side chains are designated "N.P." (d) Purine/pyrimidine 
patterns for all codons. Purines are shaded and pyrimidines are unshaded. 
characterized by having adenine as the second nucleotide within their codon (histidine---H, 
tyrosine--Y, glutamine--Q, lysine--K, asparagine--N, aspartic acid--D, glutamic acid--E). 
Exceptions are arginine (R), which has guanine in the second place; serine (S), which has guanine 
or cytosine; and threonine (T), which has cytosine in the second place (Fig. la). These amino acids 
are predominantly hydrophilic (Fig. lb), with polar side chains oriented outward from the protein 
toward the DNA (Fig. lc). Finally, the purine/pyrimidine pattern of all codons is shown (Fig. ld). 
Interestingly, codons for H, Y, Q, K, N, D, E, R and 2 of the 6 codons for S have purines in the 
second place. The exception is T, which has pyrimidines exclusively in the .second place of its 
codons. 
The amino acid sequences of 12 prokaryotic regulatory proteins' DNA binding domains are 
shown in Fig. 2. Hydrophilic amino acids with adenine as the second nucleotide in their codons 
are highly conserved within the DNA binding alpha helices of prokaryotic regulatory proteins. R, S 
and T are also frequently seen. These residues are predominantly oriented, within the alpha helices, 
away from the body of the protein and toward the DNA. In Fig. 2b are shown the side chain 
hydrogen bond (H-bond) donor/acceptor (d/a) characteristics of these amino acids which are 
associated with DNA binding. 
Rich et al. [14] compared the d/a sites among nucleotide base pairs in the major and minor 
grooves to investigate nucleotide recognition and H-bonding by proteins. By superimposing two 
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different ypes of base pairs in all possible combinations they observed the influence of neighboring 
dinucleotide base pairs on the d/a pattern within the DNA major and minor grooves (Fig. 3a). We 
aligned the Watson-Crick H-bonds of nucleotide base pairs as a standard representation f the 
d/a pattern within the major groove (see Fig. 3b). Using this format the major groove d/a pattern 
for the phage 434 OR1 operator sequence is shown in Fig. 3c. Within adenine/thymine (A/T)-rich 
regions of the OR1 operator a d/a pocket is formed. These pockets show dyad symmetry 
corresponding to protein binding half-sites within adjacent major grooves of the operator. In 
addition, these d/a pockets may allow d/a compatible amino acid side chains (see Fig. 2b) access 
to Watson-Crick base pairing H-bonds. 
In order to compare genetic information of amino acid sequences to DNA sequences we used 
the proteins' cDNA sequences as reported in GenBank and the literature [15]. We compared, for 
maximal subsequence similarity using LOCAL, the cDNA sequences which code for 434 phage cI 
and cro protein alpha helix 3 amino acids to the DNA operator sequence of 434 phage, which 
includes operators 3, 2 and 1 (OR3, OR2 and ORI, respectively). As can be seen, the four 
maximally similar subsequences shown in Fig. 4 contained nucleotide sequences similar to reported 
434 cI and cro binding sites found within OR3, OR2 and OR1. 
In order to compare nucleotide sequences of the 434 operator to helix 3 amino acid sequences 
of 434 cI and cro proteins, we converted the operator sequences to amino acid language in all 
reading frames and in both directions, the results are shown in Fig. 5. The codon possibilities and 
d/a patterns for the complete operator from phage 434, which contains OR3, OR2 and OR1 
binding sites, are shown in Fig. 5. Those DNA binding amino acids which are coded for within 
the operators are highlighted. 434 cro helix 3 residues are indicated by filled circles, 434 cI helix 
3 residues are indicated by open circles and those common to both cI and cro helix 3 are indicated 
by triangles. In addition, at the bottom of Fig. 5, the amino acid sequences for 434 cro and 434 
cI helix 3 are shown with those residues oriented toward the DNA indicated by a + sign. As can 
be seen, codons for the potentially interactive residues from both proteins are clustered within the 
operator half-sites. 434 cro protein is known to bind to 434 operator with the relative affinity 
OR3>OR2>OR1.  Conversely, the 434 cI protein has the opposite binding affinity: 
OR1 > OR2 > OR3. Although a similar amino acid coding pattern is evident in all three operators, 
the codon/anti-codon pairs available in OR3 favor the cro protein helix 3 amino acids. OR1 is rich 
in codons for amino acids found in both cro and cI helix 3. Interestingly, a d/a pocket which may 
allow access to Watson-Crick H-bonding donors and acceptors is seen opposite the nucleotide 
strand containing the codons for cI and cro helix 3 amino acids. 
Recently, a structural determination of 434 cI/ORl complex was derived from X-ray crystallog- 
raphy. These findings described specific amino acid/nucleotide interactions [11, 16]. The atomic 
coordinates from this study allowed us to generate a computer model of the 434 cI protein. Using 
QUANTA, we generated coordinates for a 16 base pair segment of B-DNA, which included the 
434 bacteriophage OR1 operator sequence. In Figs 6a-d, the protein is shown docked at a distance 
of approx. 10 A from the DNA in order to clearly show the positions of interacting amino acids 
and nucleotides. The DNA binding amino acids of 434 cI helix 3 and their cognate codons within 
OR I are highlighted by van der Waals urfaces. In Fig. 6a, threonine residues and their codons 
are highlighted. In Fig. 6b, glutamine residues and their codons are shown. Figure 6c shows 
glutamic acid residues and their codons. In Fig. 6d, asparagine residues and codons are shown. 
In Figs 6a-d above, the amino acids are aligned with their codon nucleotides and may be capable 
of hydrogen bonding interaction. 
To test for interactions, the protein and DNA are docked at H-bonding distance, see Fig. 6e. 
Using our computer model of the complex as shown, we calculated specific amino acid/nucleotide 
H-bonds. The H-bonds are indicated by white dashed lines and the backbone structures of the 
protein and the DNA molecules are shown as red and green ribbons, respectively. Although it is 
difficult to see in this figure, the amino acid side chains are interacting with eir codon/anti-codon 
nucleotides. A complete list of our calculated H-bonds between 434 cI helix 3 and OR1 left and 
right half-sites is shown in Tables la and b. The H-bond angle and distance parameters as reported 
elsewhere [17] and detailed in the Appendix were used in all models. The observation that these 
interactions often involve codon/anti-codon nucleotides was made exclusively by us and was 
confirmed by our analyses of the interactions reported by other authors [11]. The amino 
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acid/nucleotide interactions involving codon/anti-codon nucleotides are designated C or AC, 
respectively, in all tables. 
The amino acid/nucleotide interactions from 434 cI/OR 1 co-crystal X-ray structural determina- 
tion reported elsewhere [11] are summarized in Fig. 7a. Upon analysis of 434 cI/OR1 H-bond 
interactions as reported [11], we observed that the codons for reactive amino acids of 434 cI helix 
3 are conserved within the coding possibilities of OR1. These interactions are shown as arrows, 
see Fig. 7a. We also observed that the H-bond interactions occur predominantly on the anti-codon 
strand (left half-site--antisense, right half-site--sense) where the d/a pocket-like feature, as 
described in Fig. 4 above, is found. In Fig. 7b, H-bonds between 434 cI helix 3 amino acids and 
codon/anti-codon nucleotides of OR 1 were derived from our calculations and are shown as arrows. 
As can be seen in Figs 7a, b and Tables l a and b, our findings from calculations using straight 
B-DNA are in close agreement with findings from other co-crystal studies, where the DNA 
was bent [11]. The hydrophilic amino acids are predominantly interacting with eir codon/anti- 
codon nucleotides within the major groove half-sites and in some cases at Watson-Crick 
H-bonding sites. 
Using the atomic coordinates derived from X-ray crystallography [18] for the lambda bacterio- 
phage cro protein and DNA coordinates generated using QUANTA for the nucleotide sequence 
of the lambda OR3 [19], we constructed an interactive model of the protein/DNA complex. In 
Fig. 8, the lambda cro protein is shown docked with the lambda OR3 operator for visual clarity 
as in Figs 6a-d. DNA binding cro alpha helix 3 amino acids and their interactive cognate codons 
within OR3 are highlighted. These codons occur within the major grooves of the operator half-sites 
with the amino acids of helix 3 oriented toward them. Docking the lambda cro protein and lambda 
OR3 DNA at H-bonding distance allowed us to make amino acid/nucleotide H-bond calculations. 
The results are shown in Figs 9a and b and Tables 2a and b. Our calculations yielded results which 
are very similar to those interactions previously reported by others [19]. Codons for amino acids 
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Figs 2a, b. The amino acid sequences ofknown DNA binding alpha helices. (a) Hydrophilic, polar amino 
acids highlighted according to the second nucleotide of their codons. The residues with "A" as the second 
nucleotide in their codon are circled. The arglnine residues which have G as the second nucleotide in their 
codons are enclosed in triangles. The residues serine and threonine, which have G and C or C, respectively, 
as the second nucleotide in their codons are enclosed in squares. The designation "+"  above helix 3 and 
helix F for CRP indicates that the residue side chain is oriented away from the body of the protein and 
thus in position to interact with the DNA. The designation " - "  above helix 3 and helix F for CRP 
indicates that the residue side chain is buried in the body of the protein or partially obstructed from DNA 
interaction by steric hindrance. (b) Amino add side chain donor and acceptor characteristics as a function 
of the second nucleotide in their codons. The amino acids H, Y, Q, K, N, D and E are shown in the top 
row and have A as the second nucleotide in their codons. The amino acids R, S and T which have G, 
G or C and C, respectively, as the second nucleotide in their codons hare similar chemical properties 
to the "A" group above. IUPAC atom nomenclature is used. Lower case circled "d" and "a" indicate 
H-bond d/a, respectively. 
from lambda cro helix 3 are conserved within the operator half-sites. The amino acids with codons 
conserved in OR3 specifically interact in d/a pockets formed by their codon/anti-codon nucleotides 
within the adjacent major grooves corresponding to the operator half-sites. 
We compared, for maximal subsequence similarity, the eDNA of the DNA binding CRP helix 
F to DNA sequences containing CRP binding sites from 9 E. coil genes (Fig. 10). The CRP 
consensus binding site TGTGA [20] in each of the 9 sequences i  underlined. In all cases except 
lac site I, the maximally similar subsequence occurred at the consensus ite. Due to the high overall 
similarity between lac site 1 DNA and CRP helix F eDNA, the maximally similar and the second 
most similar subsequences did not contain the consensus equence; however, the third most similar 
subsequence contained the consensus equence as shown. In all comparisons, 4 out of 5 nucleotides 
are identical to the consensus sequence. In 5 of the 9 comparisons where the single nucleotide differs 
within the consensus equence, a purine or pyrimidine match is conserved. We observed three 
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Figs 3a-c. Donor/acceptor pattern as a function of nucleofide base pairs. (a) Structural diagrams of the 
four nucleotide base pairs with their major and minor groove donors and acceptors and the atom name 
and location for each donor or acceptor is shown. Co) A schematic representation f each base pair with 
major groove donors and acceptors labeled as above and aligned with the Watson-Crick base pairing 
H-bonds. (c) 434 phage ORI d/a pattern using the schematic representation from Fig. 3b. 
variations of the consensus binding sequence TGTGA occurring in three separate locations within 
CRP helix F cDNA, specifically: between ucleotides 537-542, CGTGA; between 546 to 552, 
TGCK3A; and between nucleotides 556-562, TCTGA. These subsequences are overlined in the 
CRP helix F cDNA sequence at the top of Fig. 10. 
Using atomic oordinates from X-ray crystallography [21-23], we constructed a computer model 
of the wild-type CRP protein. Using QUANTA, we generated coordinates for a CRP mutant which 
has a lysine residue substituted for glutamic acid 181. We also generated coordinates for the 
wild-type lac operator and the L8 mutant lac operator, which has A/T substituted for G/C in 
position 7 in its left half-site. We docked the wild-type CRP protein with the wild-type lac operator 
and the mutant CRP protein with the L8 mutant lac operator, as shown in Figs 1 l a and b. As 
can be seen in Fig. 1 la, the glutamic acid 181 in wild-type CRP is oriented toward its cognate codon 
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Fig. 4. The maximally similar subsequence alignments ofphage 434 cro and cI proteins helix 3 eDNA 
with phage 434 operator region. The sequence labeled P434OR contains phage 434 operators OR3, OR2 
and OR1 which are underlined. The eDNA which codes for the phage 434 cI protein alpha helix 3 and 
phage 434 cro protein alpha helix 3 has been compared to P434OR. The top four maximally similar 
subsequences for both cI and cro are shown, in order, on the first through fourth lines, respectively, for 
each protein. Stars above the nucleotides indicate matches, vertical bars above the nucleotides indicate 
conserved purines or pyrimidines, dashes indicate gaps and deletions are subscripted. The eDNA 
sequences and their corresponding amino acid sequences for 434 cro and 434 cI proteins' alpha helix 3 
are shown below the figure with the DNA interactive residues indicated by a + sign. 
GAG in both half-sites of the unaltered lac operator, and in Fig. 1 lb, the lysine substituted in 
position 181 of the CRP is oriented toward its cognate codon, AAG in the left half-site of the L8 
mutant operator. In Figs 12 and 13 we compare the results of our H-bond calculations from 
computer modeling studies to putative interactions reported by others [8, 9, 21] for both the 
wild-type lac operator/wild-type CRP protein complex and the L8 mutant operator/CRP 
lysine mutant complex, respectively. This data is detailed in Tables 3a--4b. The lac operator left 
half-site contains the consensus recognition sequence for CRP: TGTGAG. The L8 mutant has 
an AT base pair substituted for a GC base pair altering the consensus binding sequence to 
TGTAAG. It was reported that interaction of wild-type CRP with L8 mutant lac operator esults 
in a 70-fold reduction in binding affinity compared to the binding affinity of the wild-type lac 
operator/wild-type CRP protein complex [8]. Conversely, the CRP mutant with lysine substituted 
for glutamic acid 181 had a similar reduction in binding affinity with wild-type lac operator. 
However, the lysine mutant CRP (K181) had a binding affinity for the L8 mutant lac operator 
comparable to the affinity of wild-type CRP for wild-type lac operator. In Figs 12 and 13, the 
coding possibilities in all reading frames for both the wild-type and L8 operators and their major 
groove d/a patterns are shown. As can be seen, the A/T-G/C substitution changes a glutamic acid 
codon into a lysine codon and changes the d/a pattern to favor H-bonding by lysine. Conversely, 
the unaltered lac operator d/a pattern favors glutamic acid interactions rather than lysine as 
expected. These observations indicate that the codons GAG and AAG form a d/a pattern within 
the major groove which favors H-bond interactions with their cognate amino acids, glutamic acid 
and lysine, respectively. 
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a~no acids umque to 434 ere  i nd i~ by  open ~1~,  ~o~ umque to 4M cI in~t~ by  ~ d~l~ 
and tho~ ~mmon to ~th  i n~t~ by  ~a~es .  ~e uen~ o f  434 ~o ~d cI p ro~ns '  ~pha helix 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Our findings indicate that operator sites contain a d/a pattern in their major grooves 
complimentary to the d/a patterns on the side-chains of specific amino acids within DNA binding 
alpha helices of regulatory proteins. Furthermore, these DNA operator sequences are rich in 
codons for specific amino acids found in the DNA binding alpha helices of their cognate regulatory 
proteins. By docking the regulatory proteins' alpha helices within the major grooves of their 
operator sites, we observed that the periodicity of the interactive, hydrophilic amino acids within 
the proteins' alpha helices corresponds to the location of their cognate codons within the major 
groove half-sites of their operators. This conserved structural eomplimentarity of genetic informa- 
tion allows alignment of amino acid side chains within regulatory proteins alpha helices with the 
nucleotides which code for them within their cognate operator sites. We observed a similar 
conserved structural complimentarity in all models described herein. In addition, our findings and 
Figs 6a-d. 434 cI protein and ORI  docked at a distance for visual clarity with 434 cI helix 3 DNA 
interactive amino acids and their cognate OR1 codons highlighted. The DNA is color coded by base: 
A = green; T = red; G = yellow; and C = blue. The protein amino acids are color coded by polarity: non 
polar = purple; uncharged polar = yellow; positively charged = blue; and negatively charged = red. (a) 
The residues T26 and T27 of  helix 3 and their codons which are available for interaction are highlighted. 
(b) The residues Q28, Q29 and Q33 and their codons are highlighted. (c) The residues E32 and E35 and 
their available codons are highlighted. (d) The residue N36 and its available codons are highlighted. 
Fig. 6e. The phase 434 cI r l -69dimer icprote inand OR1 complexis hown with the protein docked within 
H-bonding distance to the DNA.  H-bonds are shown as white dashed lines. The protein and DNA 
Fig. 8. Lambda phage OR3 and cro protein amino acid/codon interactions. Amino acids and their 
cognate codons with which they interaCt are highlighted. These interactions are detailed in Tables 4a, b. 
Color coding is the same as in Fig. 6. 
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Table la. Our H-bond calculations summary for the phage 434 ORI/cI  complex left half-site 
11 
5' I TACAAGAAAGTTTGTT 16 3' 
3' 32 ATGTTCTTTCAAACAA 17 5' 
No. of Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Crick 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction 
~bose- 
backbone 
interaction 
T26 2 T28, *T28 
T27 1 T28 - -  
Q28 2 A2, *A2 
Q29 2 G30, G30 AC, AC 
$30 2 T28, *T28 C, C 
131 0 - -  - -  
E32 0 - -  - -  
Q33 4 *A5, T28, T28 C, AC, AC 
*T29 AC 
L34 0 - -  - -  
E35 0 - -  - -  
N36 2 C3, *C3 C, C 
G37 0 - -  - -  
K38 0 - -  - -  
T39 1 T26 - -  
K40 3 *T25, *T26, T26 AC, AC, AC 
- -  m 
NE2/A2-N7 Major- -  
NE2/G30--O6 Major G30-O6 
NE2/G30--N7 Major 
D 
NE2/*A5-N1 Minor *AS--NI 
NE2/T28-N3 Minor 
NE2/T28-O4 Major "I"28-O4 
NE2/*T29--O4 Major *T29-04 
m 
m 
m 
R41 0 . . . .  
P42 2 T26, C27 - -  - -  
R43 4 T26, C27, *A9 AC, AC - -  NH 1/T26-O2 Minor- -  
*T25 - -  NH2/*T25-O2 Minor 
OGI/T28--O1P 
OGI/T28-OI P 
NE2/A2--O 1P 
OG/T28-O 1P 
OG/*T28--O5' 
ND2/C3-OIP 
ND2/*C3-O2P 
N/T26-O I P 
N/*T25--OY 
N/*T26-O5' 
N/T26--O2P 
N/T26~3Y 
N/C27-02P 
N/C27-02P 
NH 1/*A9~)4" 
Table lb. Our H-bond calculations summary for the phage 434 ORi /c l  complex fight half-site 
5' I TACAAGAAAGTTTGTT 16 3' 
3' 32 ATGTTCTTTCAAACAA 17 5' 
No. of Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Crick 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction 
Ribose- 
backbone 
interaction 
T26 3 TI I ,  TI2, TI2 
T27 3 T12,*TI2,*TI3 
Q28 1 *TI 3 
Q29 3 *TI2, *GI4, GI4 
S30 2 T12, *TI2 
I31 0 - -  
E32 0 - -  
Q33 3 TI2, TI2, *A21 
A C ,  - -  - -  
AC 
AC 
AC, AC, AC 
m 
AC, AC, C 
L34 0 - -  - -  
E35 0 - -  - -  
N36 0 - -  - -  
G37 0 - -  - -  
K38 I *TI I AC 
T39 2 GI0, *G10 AC, AC 
K40 2 G I0 ,  *G I0  C ,  C 
R41 0 - -  - -  
P42 0 - -  - -  
R43 4 T24, T25, T25 
GIO 
N/*TI 3--O4 Major *T13~34 
NE2/G 14--N7 Major - -  
NE2/T12--O4 Major TI2-O4 
NE2/TI2-N3 Minor 
NE2*A21-NI Minor *A21-NI 
NH 1/T24--O2 Minor 
NHI/T25-O2 Minor 
OGI/TI  1-O3' 
OG1/T I2-05 '  
OG1/T I2-02P 
OGI /T I2 -05 '  
N/*TI2-05'  
N/*TI3-OIP 
N/*T12-01P 
NE2/*GI4--N9 
OG/TI2-05' 
OG/*TI 2-N 1 
m 
m 
N/*TI I--O1P 
N/GI0--O2P 
N/*GI0--O5' 
N/GI0--OIP 
N/*GI0--O2P 
NH I/T25--04" 
NH2/G I 0--O4' 
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Figs 7a, b. A graphic summary of selected 434 cI/OR1 interactions reported by Aggarwal et al. [11] 
compared to selected results from our H-bond calculations from molecular modeling. (a) Those amino 
acids of 434 cI helix 3 reported to interact [11] with OR1 nucleotides which we identified as 
codon/anti-codon base pairs are indicated by one-letter nomenclature and residue number with arrows 
drawn from them to the nucleotides with which they interact. The position of these codons are indicated 
in the coding possibilities section of the figure by circled amino acids aligned with the first nucleotide of 
their codon reading rightward and leftward on both the sense and antisense strands. Co) 434 cI protein 
amino acid-ORl codon/anti-codon interactions from our H-bond calculations using molecular modeling. 
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Table 2a. Our H-bond calculations summary for the phage lambda OR3/cro complex left half-site 
5' I CTATCACCGCAAGGGATAA 19 3' 
3' 38 CATAGTGGCGTTCCCTATT 20 5' 
No. of Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Crick 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction 
Ribose- 
backbone 
interaction 
13 
Y26 I *G34 - -  
Q27 0 - -  - -  
S28 3 G34, A35, A35 C, C, C 
A29 0 - -  
130 0 - -  
N31 3 T4, *T4, G34 
K32 3 T33, *A35, *A35 
A33 0 -- 
134 0 -- 
H35 2 T4, T4 
D 
D 
m 
m 
- -  w 
N/G34-N7 Major 
OG/A35-N7 Major 
O/A35--H62 Major A35-H62 
N/T4--O4 Major T4-O4 
N/G34-O6 Major G34--O4 
N/T33-O4 Major T33-O4 
NZ/*A35-NI Minor A35-NI 
A36 0 . . . .  
G37 0 . . . .  
R38 6 G32, G32, G32 C, C, C NHI/G32--O6 Major G32--O6 
G31, C7, *A6 C , -  NH I/G32-NI Minor 
NHI/C7-N3 Mid C7-N3 
NH I/*A6--NI Major *A6-N 1 
K39 3 G3 l, *G3 I, G32 NZ/G31 -N7 Major 
Table 2b. Our H-bond calculations summary for the phage lambda OR3/cro complex fight half-site 
5' I CTATCACCGCAAGGGATAA 19 3' 
Y 38 GATAGTGGCGTTCCCTATT 20 5' 
No. of Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Crick 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction 
N/*G34-OI P 
ND2/*T4-OI P 
NZ/*A35--N9 
NDI/T4-OIP 
ND I/T4-O5' 
N/G31-O5' 
N/G32-O 1P 
NZ/*G3 I-N9 
N/G32--O5' 
Ribose- 
backbone 
interaction 
Y26 1 *A22 
Q27 6 T23,*T23,*GI5 
*AI6, A22, A22 
$28 3 C24, *G 15, *G 15 
A29 0 - -  
I30 0 - -  
N31 5 T23, *C24, C24 
*GI4, *GI5 
K32 4 *GI3, GI4, (314 
GI5 
A33 0 - -  
I34 0 - -  
H35 0 - -  
A36 0 - -  
G37 0 - -  
R38 6 *AI2, GI3, "1"27 
C26, *Gl3 
C OH/A22-H61 Major - -  
N/*G 15--06 Major *O 1 
N]T23--O4 Major T23-O4 
OEI/*AI 6-H62 Major *AI6-H62 
OEI/A22-H61 Major 
C, AC, AC O]C24--H42 Major C24-H42 
OG/*GI 5--NI Minor 
N/*GI4--O6 Major 
- -  N/*GIS--O6 Major 
N/C24-N3 Mid C24--N3 
C N/*GI 3--O6 Major *G13-O6 
- -  N/G14-O6 Major G 14--O6 
NZ/G 15-N 1 Mid 
C, C, AC NHI/*AI2-NI Minor *AI2-N1 
AC, AC NHI/GI3--O6 Major GI3-O6 
NH I/*T27-N3 Minor 
NH I/C26-N3 Mid C26-N3 
NH/*G 13-N 1 Minor 
NE2/*T23-NI 
NE2/A22-N9 
OG/*GI 5-N9 
ND2/T23-O4' 
ND2/*C24~95' 
NZ/G 14--N9 
m 
m 
K39 I *AI 1 C NZ/*AI 1~)5" 
those of others clearly indicate that hese alpha helical amino acids are interacting with the 
nucleotides of their codons within the major grooves of the operator site to which they bind. 
The hydrophilic, polar amino acids which, as a group, have adenine as the middle nucleotide 
in their codons (Y, H, Q, N, K, D and E), show a high degree of side chain d/a complimentarity 
to the d/a pattern of their respective codons within the major grooves of operator half-sites. A 
pattern of alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids is common to regulatory protein 
DNA binding alpha helices, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Those codons with thymine as the second 
nucleotide code for hydrophobic amino acids and those with adenine in the second place code for 
hydrophilic amino acids. Therefore, the cDNA coding for an alpha helix with alternating 
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Fig. 9a, b. A graphic summary of selected lambda cro helix 3/OR3 interactions reported by Ohlendorf 
et al. [19] compared to selected results from our H-bond calculations from molecular modeling. (a) Those 
amino acids of lambda cro helix 3 reported to interact [19] with nucleotides which we identified as 
codon/anti-codon base pairs are indicated by one-letter nomenclature and residue number with arrows 
drawn from them to the nucleotides with which they interact. The position of these codons are indicated 
in the coding possibilities section of the figure by circled amino acids aligned with the first nucleotide of 
their codon reading rightward and leftward on both the sense and antisense strands. (b) Lambda cro amino 
acid-OR3 codon/anti-codon interactions from our H-bond calculations using molecular modeling. The 
residue R38 (denoted by * ) in the right half-site had four H-bonds to the minor groove ofthe DNA besides 
the one major groove interaction shown. 
3 '  
5 '  
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CRP F 535 TC TCGTGAAACCGTGGGACGCAT TCTGAAGATGCTGGAAGATCAG 579 
HELIX I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
C-DNA 179 s r • t v g r i i k m i e d q 193 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
• I * *** l  
CRPF  535 TCTCGTGAA 543 
I I I 
179 s r e 181 
CRPF 537 TCGTGAAACCGT~CATTCTGA-AGAT 566 
I I I I /GGA ~ I l [ J 
180 r e t v Ir i 1 k m 189 
g 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
• I * ***  ***  ***  
CRPF  538 CGTGAA~GTGGGAC 553 
I I C I  l 
180 r e t v g 184 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C~$I~ I -62  TTGGCGA~TGAGACGTTGATCGGCAC~TAAGAGG -27  
• * l **** l ** l ****  I 
CRP F 537 TCGTGAA~TGGGACGC 555 
t I ~C ~ f I 
180 r • tv g r 185 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
• **  ***  ***  * ****  
CRP l  7 556 ATTCTGAA~TG-CTGGAAG 574 
I l .J A l J 
186 i 1 k I I e 191 
m 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
tna A -76 GAACGATTGTGATTCGATTCACATTTAAACAAT -44 
• ~ ******  ***  
CRPF  550 GGAC~ATTCTGA 562 
l lCl I 
184 g r i I 187 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ara BAD -76 ~TAGCAAAGTGTGACGCCGTGCAAATAATCAAT~ -iii 
i**** t ..... 
CRPF  538 CGTGAAACCGTG 549 
I l I l 
180 r • ~ v 183 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
[ *****  ****  * ****  **** [  
CRP F • 538 CGTGAA-ACCG~ACGC~TCTGAAG 564 
180 r e U v I r i i k 188 
g 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
I * *  ****  * ****  * * ****  
CRPF  547 GTGGGACG-CATT/TG-A-AGATGC 568 
I i l I C I I 
183 v g r i I k m 189 
i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fig. I0. Sequence alignment of CRP helix F eDNA and various operators regulated by CRP [20]. At the 
top is the cDNA which codes for CRP helix F and the amino acid coded for by each codon. This sequence 
has been compared using LOCAL to each of 9 DNA operator sequences known to interact with CRP. 
Brackets indicate approximate limits of regions protected by CRP in deoxyribonuclease protection studies. 
Stars indicate matches, vertical bars above the nucleotides indicate conserved purines or pyrimidines, 
dashes indicate gaps and deletions are subscripted. The sequences and descriptions used are selected from 
de Crombrugghe etal. [20]. These sequences bind CRP and stimulate transcription: lac site 1, real T, ga! 
E, cat site I, deo site 1, tna A and ara BAD. These sequences bind CRP and inhibit transcription (in vitro): 
omp A and crp. The CRP consensus binding site TGTGA [20] in each of the 9 sequences i underlined. 
Three variations of the consensus binding sequence TGTGA occur in three separate locations within CRP 
helix F cDNA, specifically: between nucleotides 537-542, CGTGA; between nucleotides 546-552, 
TGGGA; and between ucleotides 556-562, TCTGA. These subsequences are overlined in the CRP helix 
F cDNA sequence. 
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Table 3a. A summary of our calculations of H-bonds between the wild-type lac operator and the wild-type CRP left half-site 
5' I TAATGTGAGTTAGCTCACTCAT 22 Y 
3' 44 ATTACACTCAATCGAGTGAGTA 23 5" 
No. of Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Crick Ribose- 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a backbone 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction interaction 
C178 0 . . . .  
S179  0 . . . .  
R IB0  0 . . . .  
E l81  2 T37 ,  C38  AC,  AC  OE I /C38-H41 Ma jor  - -  
T182  I T37  C - -  - -  
V183 0 . . . .  
(3184 0 . . . .  
R185 5 T IS , *T IS , *T I5  - -  - -  
T15 ,*C I4  
I I86  0 - -  
L I87  1 *T6  
KI88 0 - -  
M189 0 - -  
L I90  0 - -  
El91 0 - -  
D I92  0 - -  
Q193 0 - -  
N /T37- -O IP  
NH2/T37-05 '  
NHI /T IS -N I  
NH I / *T I  5--O4' 
NE/*TI 5-O5' 
NE/TIS-OIP 
NHI / *C I4 - -O4 '  
N /*T t -O  I P 
Table 3b. A summary of our calculations of H-bonds between the wild-type la¢ operator and the wild-type CRP 
5'  1 TAATGTGAGTTAGCTCACTCAT 22 3'  
3' 44  ATTACACTCAATCGAGTGAGTA 23 5' 
No .  of Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Cr ick  
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction 
right half-site 
Ribose-  
backbone  
interaction 
C178 0 - -  - -  - -  
S179  0 - -  - -  - -  
R180 0 - -  - -  - -  
El81 1 T I5  AC - -  
T I82  0 - -  - -  - -  
V I83  0 - -  - -  - -  
G184 0 - -  - -  - -  
R185 4 C I4 ,  C I4 ,  C14  AC,  AC ,  AC  - -  
C14  AC 
I I86  0 - -  
L I87  0 - -  
K188  3 T28 ,  T28 ,  T28  
M189 0 - -  
L I90  0 - -  
El91 0 - -  
D192 0 - -  
Q193 0 - -  
N/TIS--OIP 
NHI/CI4-O4' 
NH2/CI 4-O5' 
NHI/CI4--NI 
NE/CI4--NI 
NZfr28-OS' 
NZfr28--O4' 
NZfI"28-N I 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues is by necessity A/T-rich. Hydrophobic amino acids usually 
serve as periodic spacers in regulatory alpha helices, allowing the hydrophilic residues to be oriented 
away from the body of the protein and toward the DNA. These hydrophilic amino acids are 
predominantly involved in protein/DNA interactions, especially with A/T-rich DNA. A/T-rich 
regions such as the TATA box are associated with DNA transcriptional control. We have observed 
that A/T-rich nucleotide regions form d/a pockets in operator half-sites which may allow 
H-bonding interaction at Watson-Crick H-bonding sites by the side chains of specific amino acids. 
H-bonding interaction by amino acid side chains at A/T-rich regions may affect the stability of the 
double helix, thus providing an explanation for a mechanism of differential transcription activation 
and repression at the TATA box. 
Woese, and others [24-27] postulated that direct electrochemical nd/or stereochemical interac- 
tion between individual amino acids and their codons and/or anti-codons could have been 
responsible for the evolution of the current codon assignments. Indeed, for some amino acids a 
strong relationship between their codon nucleotide sequences and chemical properties can be 
Figs 1 la, b. Wild-type lac operator with wild-type CRP protein and the L8 mutant operator with CRP 
lysine mutant are shown with the proteins moved away from the operator for visual clarity. (a) A computer 
molecular model of the wild-type CRP protein and the wild-type lac operator. El81 and E389 with their 
cognate codons in both half-sites of the operator DNA sequence are highlighted. (b) A computer 
molecular model of the CRP mutant protein with K 181 (substituted for E 181), K398 (substituted for E398) 
and their cognate codon in the left half-site of the L8 mutant are highlighted. Color coding is the same 
as in Fig. 6. 
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Table 4a. A summary o f  our calculations of  H-bonds between the L8 mutant operator and the CRP lysine mutant left half-site 
5' I TAATGTAAGTTAGCTCACTCAT 22 3' 
3' 44 ATTACATTCAATCGAGTGAGTA 23 5' 
No. of  Codon or Major or Minor Watson-Crick Ribose- 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-codon groove d/a backbone 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction interaction 
CI78 0 . . . .  
S179 0 . . . .  
R I80 0 . . . .  
K I  81 2 T38, T37 AC, AC NZ/T38--O4 Major T38-O4 
T182 1 T37 C - -  - -  
VI83 0 . . . .  
G I84  0 . . . .  
R185 5 T37, *T37, *T37 - -  - -  
T37, *C36 
1186 0 - -  - -  
L 187 1 *T6 AC 
K188 0 - -  - -  
MI89 0 - -  - -  
LI90 0 - -  - -  
El91 0 - -  - -  
DI92 0 - -  - -  
Q193 0 - -  - -  
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
N/T37-O I  P 
OGI/T37--O5" 
NH I /T37-N 1 
NH I/*T37--O4' 
NE/*T37--OS' 
NE /T37-O IP  
NH I/*C36--.O4' 
N /*T6-O 1 P 
Table 4b. A summary of  our calculations of H-bonds between the L8 mutant operator and the CRP lysine mutant fight half-site 
5' I TAATGTAAGTTAG-C~CACTCAT 22 3' 
3' 44 ATTACATTCAATCGAGTGAGTA 23 5' 
No. o f  Codon or Major or Minor  Watson-Cr ick Ribose-- 
DNA Binding H-bonds H-bond with DNA anti-eodon groove d/a backbone 
domain residue to DNA base pair interaction interaction interaction interaction 
CI78 0 . . . .  
S179 0 . . . .  
R I80 0 . . . .  
KI81 4 T I5 ,  T I5 ,  C16 NZ/C I6 -N3  Mid C16-N3 
C16 
NZ/T  15-N 1 
N/T I5 - -O IP  
NZ/C  16-N I 
T182 0 . . . . .  
V183 0 . . . . .  
G I84  0 . . . . .  
RI85 7 G29, *A30, *G31 - -  AC, AC NE/G29--O6 Major  G29--O6 NHI /T I5 -N I  
*G31, TI5,  *C16 AC C, - -  NE /*A30-N I  Minor  *A30-NI  
T I5  C NH2/*G31-O6 Major *G31--O6 
NHI / *G31-N I  Minor 
NH I /T I  5-N3 Minor 
NHI / *C16-N3 Mid *CI6--N3 
1186 0 . . . . .  
L187 0 . . . . .  
K 188 2 T28, T28 - -  - -  - -  NZf r2g-OS '  
NZ/T28--O4' 
M189 0 . . . . .  
L I90 0 . . . . .  
El91 0 . . . . .  
D192 0 . . . . .  
Q193 0 . . . . .  
demonstrated [28]. In this regard, our observations indicate that codon/anti-codon pairs create a 
d/a environment complimentary to the d/a properties of the side chains of the amino acids for 
which they code. Even though it is unlikely that every amino acid interacts with its codon or 
anti-codon, weak individual preferences could be synergistically strengthened by multiple amino 
acid-codon/anti-codon matches. As has been stated by others [14], a minimum of two H-bonds 
between amino acid side chains and nucleotides is required for binding specificity. Therefore, we 
believe that the underlying mechanism of site-specific operator recognition by proteins requires 
multiple H-bond formation between the individual alpha helical amino acids' side chains and the 
codon/anti-codon ucleotides within their cognate operator sites. Preliminary dynamic simulations 
of 434 cI/OR1 interactions in vacuo shows that DNA bending occurs. In addition, Watson--Crick 
H-bonds are broken by H-bond interactions with amino acid side chains at cognate codon/anti- 
codon sites involving A/T pairs. 
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Figs 12a, b. CRP wild-type operator coding possibilities and d/a pattern are shown. A graphic summary 
of seMcted CRP/lac operator interactions i~ported by Ebright at al. [8, 9] and Weber and Steitz [21] 
compared to selected intciactior~ from our H-bond calculations from model building. (a) Thol~ amino 
acids of CliP helix F reported to interact [8, 9, 21] with nucMotides identified by us as codon/anti-codon 
base pairs are indi~lied by one-letter nom~c, hiture and residue number with arrows drawn from thrall 
to the nucieotidvs with which thvy interact. The position of thinly Ixxions arc indicated in the coding 
possibilities section of the figure by circled amino acids aligned with the first nucieotide of thor codon 
reading rightward and leftward on both t l i  limll and ~ strands. Co) CRP amino ic id- l~ operator 
codon/anti-codon interactions from out H-bond calculations using molecular modeling. 
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Figs 13a, b. CRP L8 mutant operator coding possibilities and d/a pattern. Selected interactions reported 
by Ebright et al. [8, 9] and Weber and Steitz [21] between the CRP L8 operator and the CRP lysine mutant 
are compared to selected interactions from our H-bond calculations. (a) Those amino acids of the lysine 
mutant CRP helix F reported to interact [8, 9, 21] with nucleotides identified by us as codon/anti-codon 
base pairs of the L8 mutant operator are indicated by one-letter nomenclature and residue number with 
arrows drawn from them to the nucleotides with which they interact. The position of these codons are 
indicated in the coding possibilities ection of the figure by circled amino acids aligned with the first 
nucleotide of their codon reading rightward and leftward on both the sense and antisense trands. (b) CRP 
lysine mutant amino acid-L8 operator codon/anti-codon interactions from our H-bond calculations using 
molecular modeling. 
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We have observed that genetic information is conserved between regulatory protein alpha helices 
and the operators to which they bind. It is known that prokaryotic operators hare a high degree 
of  sequence similarity and the amino acid sequences of  regulatory proteins' alpha helices are also 
very similar. We report that the DNA binding alpha helical amino acids and their cognate operator 
sites also share similar genetic sequence information especially in the consensus binding sequences. 
This common genetic information, when translated into amino acid language from a regulatory 
protein coding region, forms a DNA binding alpha helix complimentary in structure and d/a 
pattern to similar information expressed in nucleotide language in a gene control region, as its 
cognate operator. Therefore, the pattern of  occurrence of  these amino acids within their respective 
alpha helices may be the basis for their differential recognition of  DNA operator sequences. 
These observations taken as a whole support the idea that codon/ant i -codon recognition by 
regulatory protein alpha helical amino acids is the mechanism for site-specific prote in/DNA 
recognition. The simple code underlying this recognition event is based on conservation of  genetic 
information between prokaryotic regulatory proteins' DNA binding alpha helices and their cognate 
operator sites. 
Although our findings of  individual amino acid/nucleotide interactions, for the most part, agreed 
with those reported by others there were some differences due to the sensitivity of  H-bond 
calculations to slight changes in geometry when using a rigid model. These differences did not 
detract from the strength of  our hypothesis as described. Work  in progress on the Cray-2 
supercomputer involves molecular dynamic simulations of  these prote in /DNA complexes with the 
intent to observe hydrogen bonding and other important interactions in a non-rigid, solvated 
environment simulating physiological conditions. 
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APPENDIX 
Experimental Procedure 
Nucleotide sequence data was taken from cited references and GenBank, a computer database of DNA and RNA 
sequences distributed by IntelliGenetics Inc. (700 East El Camino Real, Mountain View, CA 94020). Amino acid sequences 
were taken from cited references and the Protein Identification Resource (PIR), a computer database of amino acid 
sequences distributed by the National Biomedical Research Foundation (Georgetown University Medical Center, 3900 
Reservoir Rd N.W., Washington, DC 20007). 
LOCAL is a program which searches for maximally similar subsequences between any two amino acid or nucleic acid 
sequences using a dynamic programming matrix algorithm [29]. Matrices can be constructed to weight he similarity values 
of all amino acids based on their known properties. We used a distance matrix based on the Kyte and Doolittle [30] 
hydropathic ndex to identify hydropathically similar esidues among selected proteins. Gap weighting and mismatch values 
used were: unity for matches, 0.9 for mismatches and (0.9 + 1.01 • length) for gaps. The LOCAL program runs on various 
machines from personal computers to supercomputers. LOCAL was run on a Cray-2 supercomputer at the Minnesota 
Supercomputer Center in Minneopolis, in a UNICOS environment (a Cray Research UNIX operating system; UNIX is 
a trademark of AT&T). LOCAL is an academic software package distributed by the Harvard Medical School Molecular 
Biology Computer Research Resource (MBCRR) (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Harvard School of Public Health, 44 
Binney Street JF815, Boston, MA 02115). 
QUANTA is a molecular modeling and display tool developed by Polygen Corp. (200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 
02254). QUANTA allows the construction of molecular models of DNA sequences, point mutations of existing models and 
the modeling of small peptides with a selected secondary structure. QUANTA was used to generate coordinates for all 
B-DNA nucleotide sequences of operator sites and the CRP protein point mutations hown in Fig. 1 lb. QUANTA was 
also used to interactively manipulate protein/DNA complexes and calculate H-bonds. The following H-bonding parameters 
were used: for interactions with known H-atom positions, we used a maximum H-bond distance of 2.5, but we also included 
near H-bonds where the bond length was equal to or greater than 2.5, but less than 3.0 A. (indicated by a • ) if the amino 
acid was oriented toward its codon. For interactions without explicit H-positions, we used a maximum H-bond distance 
of 3.5 A, but we also included near H-bonds where the bond length was equal to or greater than 3.5, but less than 4.0 A 
(indicated by a • ) if the amino acid's side chain was oriented toward its codon. QUANTA was run on the Silicon Graphics 
Iris 3130 workstation. 
